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I come back to the statement with which I started: Soul
thou hast much goods laid up for many years. But God said,
Thou fool, But this night shall thy soul be required of thee.
Is that going to happen to us? When you consider the attitude
of this country 100 years ago in wxk. which it was assumed
by everyone whether he accepted Christ or not, that the Bible
was true and-that God was indeed the creator and founder of
the universe, and you take conditions today which are taught
in most of our schools and nearly all of the universities that
it was the natural process of evolution that made us and not
God. When you take the turning away from morality so that that
which people would not even mention 40 years ago is today
commonly bandidied about and shown publicly. When you see the
many ways in which our nation has turned away and is turning
away from God, you wonder whether God will continue to bless
our nation or whether He will bring our nation to an end one
way or another.

And if He does, one way He might do it would be by an
external attack. We, as I mentioned, are making ourselves more
and more vulnerable. Even now they are bringing a man to trial
for having been aneffective FBI worker for trying to prevent
people from blowing up buildings and killing people in the
terrorist movement of 10 years ago. And he is being brought
to trial for having perhaps been too enthusiastic in his
methods of trying M to put an end to this terrorism. There
is a pressure in our country against everything that would
preserve our nation. This pressure is coming not only against
the nation protecting itself, it is coming against those
principles and attitudes that God uses our nation to go
forward as it does. It is suggested, for instance, in Congress
that corporatiQn taxes be cut down. Immendiately the cry is
Isn't that terrible, they are giving money to the interests,
to the corporations.

What are the corporations? They are thousands of people
who put their money in it together into various corporations.
And the managers try to make a profit or they will be dis
paaced and another man put in. The result of it is that we
move ahead the way we do. Yet there is this from grammer
school up, in our universities, in our newspapers, our
magazines, our TV, there is this constant talk against
corporations as if corporations were pa'xs se wicked.
Now of course there are many wicked men in corporations, and
there are many wicked men who are not in corporations. A
corporation per se is merely a type of organization and
it is a type that God uses to enable our nation to go forward
the way it has. But there is this feeling in the air, and it
is given to our children right up through --- . T1ere are
many business men today who as they work and struggle to get
ahead, their conscience keeps bothering them because they have
the profiw, Ycy that that is wicked.
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